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Abstract— The key predicament in the present circumstances is how to categorize the mathematically related keywords from a 

given text file and store them in one math text file. As the math text file contains only the keywords which are related to 

mathematics. The math dataset is a collection of huge amount of tested documents and stored in math text file. The dataset is 

trained with giant amount of text files and the size of dataset increases, training with various text samples. Finally the dataset 

contains only math-related keywords. The proposed approaches evaluated on the text containing individual formulas and 

repeated formulas. The two approaches proposed are one is Sequence matcher and another one is Levenshtein Distance, both 

are used for checking string similarity. The performance of the repossession is premeditated based on dataset of repetitive 

formulas and formulas appearing once and the time taken for reclamation is also measured. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION  

The significance in mining of time series has been 

augmented in the recent years as it is very complex. Time 

series is very complex as there is high dimensionality, high 

affiliation between data. Majority of the technical papers are 

in print with mathematical formulas with time series. The 

search for related mathematical expression by the researchers 

is operational in technological discipline and cannot be done 

in effect with text based search engine except appropriate 

text keywords are known. The competence of reachable text 

search engine to search mathematical expression subjugated 

with a math-aware search engine [1, 2, 3]. 
 
The search for mathematical formulas is important and tricky 

as they restrain both constitutional and interpretation 

information. In general the theoretical basis of the knowledge 

in numerous technical documents is generally represented 

with mathematical formulas. The established search engines 

Google and Yahoo works competently for text based 

information. But they are besieged in searching data with 

mathematical formulas.  

Let us consider an example Tanx+eSecx, this formula 

contains three symbols e, tan and sec signifies exponential 

and trigonometric functions. In this equation the tan and sec 

terms contains some semantic meaning and tan and sec terms 

are structurally associated to exponential. 

 

As already quite a few methods were projected for the 

extraction of mathematical formulas, in this paper we 

planned two new methods for retrieving repetitive and non 

repetitive formulas materialized in the given text.  

 

The later part of this paper is designed as follows. Section II 

reviews the related methods like Sequence Matcher and 

Levenshtein Distance used for the retrieval mathematical 

formulas. Section III deals with the function point. Section 

IV encompasses the comparative study of the proposed 

methods. As a final point, the conclusion is accessible in 

Section V. 

 

II. RELATED WORK  

A. Extracting Math formulas  

Generally, Math formulae are written using MathML and 

Latex. The text file with Math Keywords is Loaded in our 

program in append mode. Then the math keywords from 

loaded text Document identified in Reading Mode. Pre-

processing allows us to read the file and store every string in 
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the list and remove the stop words from the file. The next 

step is to load the math keyword document into the program 

and make a list which contains all the keywords related to 

math. Compare the math keyword list with the keywords in 

the text file to mine math keywords [4, 5, 6]. 

B. Sequence Matcher 

Sequence Matcher is a flexible class for match up pairs of 

successions of any type, so long as the sequence elements are 

comparable. The Sequence matcher algorithm is little better 

than, an algorithm in print by Ratcliff and Obershelp under 

the name "gestalt pattern matching "in the late 1980's.  The 

fundamental idea is to find the best ever contiguous matching 

subsequence that contains no useless elements. The same 

idea is then recursively applied to the portions of the 

sequences to the right and to the left of the matching 

subsequence. This does not capitulate insignificant edit 

sequences but does be inclined to capitulate matches that 

"look right" to people.  

 

Sequence Matcher compares two strings and gives the ratio 

in between 0 to 1.When the comparison ratio between two 

strings is greater than 0.7 or 0.9 then it will be considered as 

keyword and keyword will be stored in the data set. 

 

III. METHODOLOGY 

A. Levenshtein Distance 

The Levenshtein Distance is used to assess the resemblance 

between source string and objective string. The fundamental 

ideas of Levenshtein Distance are extensively used in areas 

like Computer Science, Computational Linguistics, 

Bioinformatics, Molecular Biology, DNA analysis. It can 

also be used in measuring the similarity of melodies or 

rhythms in music. The Levenshtein distance has widely 

pervaded in our day to day life. Levenshtein distance or edit 

distance is used for spell checking and error correction in a 

program or an application. Another possible use of the 

Levenshtein distance is in speech recognition and Plagiarism 

detection. 

The amalgamation of Levenshtein distance or edit distance 

with Trie index locates related words faster. In order to 

transform one word into another word Levenshtein distance 

refers to the number of single character operations such as 

insertion, replacement or deletion. The edit distance between 

“pen” and “hen” is one, since substituting the character „p‟ 

by „h‟ the word “pen” can be converted to “hen”. The 

threshold for edit distance is determined based on the length 

of the all similar words within the threshold distance. 

B. Function Point 

The math keyword identified from the file will be stored in 

keywords dataset, if the identified key word is not available 

in the data set. The latest dataset is formed with the newly 

appended keywords identified. The new data set is used to 

test any other file. We trained around more than 20 

documents to our program and different keywords identified 

from it are stored in the dataset. For every document, the 

newly formed keywords are appended to the dataset. At last, 

we have huge dataset contain all math related keyword from 

the testing of various samples. In proposed approaches the 

time between the document loading and attaining appropriate 

results is calculated. 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

A. Comparative study 

The performance of Sequence Matcher and Levenshtein 

Distance are measured in this section. Initially there is only 

one dataset file that is used for string comparison, after 

preprocessing and executing with sequence matcher a new 

dataset will be obtained. The size of the data set will increase 

after successive string comparisons. The second method 

called Levenshtein Distance for string comparison is base on 

single character operations. The better the Levenshtein 

distance, the more dissimilar the strings are. In order to find 

out the efficiency of proposed models around 20 different 

samples of documents were used. The proposed approaches 

identify math related keywords along with some unwanted 

words. If any math related keyword is present in the tested 

document it is dynamically inserted into our math dataset if it 

does not exist before, next time while loading file the newly 

updated dataset is used for string matching. The efficiency of 

proposed approaches is measured in terms of time analysis. 

String comparison with sequence matcher is completed with 

less time than Levenshtein distance. But rarely in some 

cases, does Levenshtein distance gives accurate results when 

compared to sequence matcher. 

B. Time Analysis of two proposed approaches 

 
Table 1: Time for retrieving matched formulas from the document with more 

number plus symbol with sequence matcher and Levenshtein Distance 

Number of formulae Sequence Matcher Levenshtein Distance 

40 3.042 3.28 

 
Table 2: Time for retrieving matched formulas from the document with more 

number of Algebraic symbols with sequence matcher and Levenshtein 

Distance 

Number of formulae Sequence Matcher Levenshtein Distance 

30 3.046 2.91 
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Table 3: Time for retrieving matched formulas from the document with more 

number of Arithmetic symbols with sequence matcher and Levenshtein 

Distance 

Number of formulae Sequence Matcher Levenshtein Distance 

30 3.23 3.34 

 
Table 4: Time for retrieving matched formulas from the document with more 

number of Cube symbols with sequence matcher and Levenshtein Distance 

Number of formulae Sequence Matcher Levenshtein Distance 

30 7.23 3.35 

 

 

Table 5: Time for retrieving matched formulas from the document with more 

number of Differentiation formulae with sequence matcher and Levenshtein 

Distance 

Number of formulae Sequence Matcher Levenshtein Distance 

20 2.70 6.76 

 

Table 6: Time for retrieving matched formulas from the document with more 

number of Exponential formulae with sequence matcher and Levenshtein 
Distance 

Number of formulae Sequence Matcher Levenshtein Distance 

20 2.61 2.84 

 

Table 7: Time for retrieving matched formulas from the document with more 
number of Integral formulae with sequence matcher and Levenshtein 

Distance 

Number of formulae Sequence Matcher Levenshtein Distance 

20 2.74 17.32 

 
Table 8: Time for retrieving matched formulas from the document with more 

number of Limit formulae with sequence matcher and Levenshtein Distance 

Number of formulae Sequence Matcher Levenshtein Distance 

20 2.75 15.42 

 
Table 9: Time for retrieving matched formulas from the document with more 

number of Logarithmic formulae with sequence matcher and Levenshtein 

Distance 

Number of formulae Sequence Matcher Levenshtein Distance 

40 5.59 2.62 

 
Table 10: Time for retrieving matched formulas from the document with 

more number of Pi formulae with sequence matcher and Levenshtein 

Distance 

Number of formulae Sequence Matcher Levenshtein Distance 

30 3.09 3.22 

 
Table 11: Time for retrieving matched formulas from the document with 

more number of Square Root formulae with sequence matcher and 
Levenshtein Distance 

Number of formulae Sequence Matcher Levenshtein Distance 

30 3.03 2.97 

 
Table 12: Time for retrieving matched formulas from the document with 
more number of Sigma formulae with sequence matcher and Levenshtein 

Distance 

Number of formulae Sequence Matcher Levenshtein Distance 

20 2.74 3.84 

 

 

 
Table 13: Time for retrieving matched formulas from the document with 

more number of Square formulae with sequence matcher and Levenshtein 

Distance 

Number of formulae Sequence Matcher Levenshtein Distance 

30 15.2 2.80 

 
Table 14: Time for retrieving matched formulas from the document with 

more number of Subtraction formulae with sequence matcher and 

Levenshtein Distance 

Number of formulae Sequence Matcher Levenshtein Distance 

20 2.82 2.93 

 
Table 15: Time for retrieving matched formulas from the document with 

more number of Trigonometric formulae with sequence matcher and 

Levenshtein Distance 

Number of formulae Sequence Matcher Levenshtein Distance 

20 2.80 17.3 

Table 16: Time for retrieving matched formulas from the document with 
more number of Combination formulae with sequence matcher and 

Levenshtein Distance 

Number of formulae Sequence Matcher Levenshtein Distance 

30 3.21 3.24 

 
Table 17: Time for retrieving matched formulas from the document with 

more number of Factorial formulae with sequence matcher and Levenshtein 

Distance  

Number of formulae Sequence Matcher Levenshtein Distance 

30 4.23 3.39 
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Table 18: Time for retrieving matched formulas from the document with 

more number of Permutation formulae with sequence matcher and 

Levenshtein Distance 

Number of formulae Sequence Matcher Levenshtein Distance 

30 4.62 2.95 
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Fig 1: Comparison between Sequence Matcher and Levenshtein 

Distance in terms of Time analysis. 

 

V. CONCLUSION and Future Scope  

In this paper we projected two approaches which retrieve 

repeated and non repeated mathematical formulas. The 

recitation of the planned methods measured in terms of time 

analysis. The sequence matcher technique does not retrieve all 

the strings. But Levenshtein Distance retrieves some 

unwanted strings along with the matched strings. The 

Sequence matcher matches the string in less time than 

Levenshtein Distance. Presently experiments are being 

performed on much enormous set of training documents. 

Currently we are working with a method called fuzzy-wuzzy 

by using this we can get accurate results when compared to 

Sequence matcher and Levenshtein Distance. 

. 
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